
Drums for a Demo (up to 35 mins total & up to 2 alternate versions/song) - $250 total 

Multi-tracked Drums (2 x Overheads, Kick, Snare, Individual Toms & Room Mics) delivered to you as 

raw individual Wave files along with the complete ProTools or Logic session files ready to be mixed by 

you or an engineer. For an extra $100/song Dave will fully mix (in consultation with you throughout)

the drums down to a stereo file for your use as well. You retain all files as if you recorded the drums 

in a studio you hired minus the massive commercial studio hire rates! 

Drums for Commercial Release (up to 2 alternate versions/song) - $250/song

As above but an agreement must be signed ensuring Dave is fully credited on the commercial release 

in all formats and will be consulted if the recording is ever licensed to a publishing company. 

Checkout the instrument list on the “gear” page on Dave’s website for Kit options.

      

      World Percussion - $250/song

      Multi-tracked Congas, Djembe, Darabuka, Indian Tabla, Dar Frame Drums and lots more hand held 

      percussion (2 x Overheads, Individual Drums and Room Mics) with unlimited consultation and    

      demonstrations to explore the sound/instrument options to ensure we find exactly the right thing. 

      As a percussionist for Disney’s The Lion King Musical in Australia, Dave has much to offer in this   

      area and the use of real percussion can really add that authenticity and extra punch to your tracks. 

     Jazz Vibraphone & Orchestral - $250/instrument/song

    As one of Australia’s foremost jazz vibraphonists, Dave has studied with the masters in the USA at 

    the Berklee College of Music on a merit based grant. You can have Dave add his mallet musings on    

    either Vibraphone or Marimba (or both) to your track with both a D.I. version (via K & K pickups) & 

    Overhead microphone tracks. Also on offer is Timpani, Xylophone, Glockenspiel for the same rate.

Session Musician Hire Services
Dave Kemp has provided services as a session musician for many artists and organisations. His 
versatility as an all-round percussionist & drummer who’s equally versed in complex composed scores & 
free improvisation through to more pop orientated music has earnt him a reputation as a highly capable 
and adaptable session musician. You can trust that your musical vision will always be delivered in a 
professional, reliable and honest manner. Below are the options for the remote recording service where 
Dave records multi-tracked versions (or stems) in his own fully equipped studio to your production or 
song (checkout www.wanderingearstudio.com for more info).  

For hire as a session musician traveling to a studio please make contact. 

http://www.wanderingearstudio.com
http://www.wanderingearstudio.com

